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At first glance, Little Warriors would appear to be a traditional 2-D fighting game, with the 

unique exception of it being on Facebook. While Street Fighter on Facebook would be extremely 

cool, the truth Is Little Warriors is not much of a fighting game at all, and is more akin to the 

hybrid collectable card game / arcade game Mushiking and Dinosaur King from Sega, minus the 

cards. 

If you aren’t familiar with those games, the basic premise is that you are responsible for the 

raising and training of a warrior to battle others. You do not control your warrior directly, but 

instead the victor of a battle is decided by statistics as well as item usage (through cards.) Little 

Warrior follows this exact premise and does not stray far off from the beaten path. Character 

creation is a simple affair, where you select a look for your character (from a wide range of 

different set looks) as well as set his statistics in strength, defense, and speed. From here, the 

game quickly throws you into a battle with absolutely no help whatsoever. The game provides 

no tutorial or any explanation of the game whatsoever. This was a bit frustrating to say the 

least, but luckily the game was not so complicated as that its basic game play elements couldn’t 

be picked up after a few more battles. 
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Selecting an opponent to fight is as simple as selecting their name on a list and choosing to fight 

them. After doing so, you are thrown into an arena where you watch both characters beat on 

each other till one keels over. There really is no skill involved in the game at all, as the fight 

results are based entirely off luck, the items equipped, and the overall statistics of each 

character. After the end of each battle, you are rewarded gold and xp, the amount varying 

whether you won or lost. 

Because the game is entirely luck based, the only real way to influence the outcome of a fight is 

to select opponents weaker than you, or to deck your character out with the best gear you can. 

It is from this aspect the game hopes to make money, by selling players additional gold to 

purchase weapons and items to help influence the outcome of the battle. Still, even this is not a 

sure thing, as there is still a large element of luck. It would have been a much easier sell had 

these items been able to provide a more meaningful bonus, but as it stands, it does not.  

The game does look good, the characters have a nice anime look to them and everything is well 

animated. Still, this does little to detract from the fact that the game itself does not have much 

game in it at all. 

 

All in all, Little Warriors can easily be passed on. Without any real game play to speak of, it’s 

easy to see how one can lose interest quickly in the game.  Had the developers put some real 

controls, or even a proper set of instructions / tutorial in the game, it may have been a different 

story. The game has potential to be better, but in its current form, it’s tough to really 

recommend. 

Final Score: 2.0  

Pros 

Nice Graphics 

Plenty of item and avatar choices 

 

Cons 

No Real Gameplay 

No Tutorial 

Cash Item Bonuses do not provide a significant improvement in winning chances 

  


